
CBA’S COMMITMENT TO WORLD CLASS CRAFT 

We reduced our Scope 1 and 2 CO2 emissions per 
barrel in 2017 by 4.5% and are well on our way to 
achieving that overall 10% reduction by 2019! How’d we 
do it? Optimizing renewable power, streamlining our 
brewing footprint with the closure of our Woodinville, 
WA brewery, and small but impactful energy-saving 
changes. Treasure Hunts across our breweries  

uncovered 74 new ways to reduce our energy—like shutting off equipment over 
the weekend and adjusting our thermostat just a little.

 
REDUCE GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS BY 10% 

DIVERT 99.8% OF OUR WASTE BY 2019
In 2017, we kept 99.4% of our waste out of landfills, and that doesn’t even include all the materials that 
we donated to our partners. Donating unused packaging material and cartons to partners like the Oregon Food 
Bank helps keep even more out of landfills. In 2018, we’ll include donations in our overall measurement and 
increase our focus on minimizing glass and cardboard loss overall. 

World Class Craft is a company-wide initiative launched in 2016 to establish new standards 
that ensure we are continuously improving the way we brew, package and distribute our 
beers. As part of World Class Craft, we identified several three-year sustainability targets 
that we track and share out each year. 

Here’s a quick look at our 3-year sustainability targets and how we’re doing so far:

Measuring our progress 
Our Lucid utility platform lets us track energy  
consumption, water usage, and carbon emissions 
in real time. Last year, we used 2.14 million kWh 
less electricity—that’s the equivalent of  
switching 53,301 incandescent bulbs to LEDs! 
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25.11 LBS
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INCREASE EMPLOYEE VOLUNTEERISM  
BY A THIRD
In 2017, we blew our three-year employee volunteerism 
goal out of the water, donating more than 300 hours to 
great causes like local Surfrider Chapters, Oregon Brewshed® 
Alliance, Hawaii Wildlife Fund, Habitat for Humanity, and  
Salmon-Safe. At CBA, employees who volunteer their time receive extra paid 
time off to support their commitment to helping organizations do important 
work. In 2018, we’re committed to logging 500 volunteer hours and will be  
looking forward to sharing our results!

We were named 
one of the top 
100 healthiest 
employers in 
America again 
last year!   
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